ABSTRACT Host-aware shingled magnetic recording (HA-SMR) drives deliver higher disk capacity and expose internal zones to host, but their performance can be severely degraded when subjected to nonsequential writes (NSWs). Using solid state drives (SSDs) as a cache layer to proactively cache NSWs can alleviate this performance degradation. However, existing SSD caching designs are not capable of identifying and selectively caching NSWs, which incurs ineffectual SSD write traffic and excessively wears the limited write endurance of SSD. In this paper, we propose an endurable SMR-oriented SSD Caching (SMRC) framework. SMRC leverages the intrinsic host-aware property of HA-SMR drives to filter both sequential writes and innocuous NSWs out of SSD. Besides, SMRC reorganizes the cached NSWs to evict them with cleaning-friendly write traffic to HA-SMR drives. Our experimental results show that SMRC can effectively reduce SSD write traffic and improve system performance compared with existing SSD caching designs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flash-based Solid State Drives (SSDs) [1] , [2] have been widely deployed as a cache layer on top of the capacity storage layer composed of conventional Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) [3] , [4] . SSD caching not only alleviates the performance bottleneck at low-speed HDDs, but also reduces the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for storage systems. However, since Flash memory only sustains a limited number of program/erase (P/E) cycles [5] , [6] , SSDs are preferred to be used as the read cache to prevent flash endurance from the writes to cache layer.
In recent years, Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) is proposed to improve the areal density on disk platters [7] , [8] . Different from Conventional Magnetic Recording (CMR) that widely used in current HDDs, SMR overlaps data tracks in the shingled fashion to squeeze more tracks onto disk platters. SMR drives achieve higher disk capacity but lower cost than CMR drives and have the potential to replace CMR drives as the slow tier in hierarchical storage systems.
In SMR drives, to avoid the existing data on a track being mistakenly destroyed when updating its adjacent tracks, guard tracks are introduced to separate tracks into zones. Sequential writes to SMR drives are defined as the writes directing to the write pointers of the zones on sequential state [9] . All the other writes are regarded as non-sequential writes (NSWs). NSWs can only update their targeted zones in the read-modify-write (RMW) fashion. Among existing types of zone-based SMR drives, HA-SMR drives are one of the most promising types due to their capabilities of coping with NSWs internally and exposing internal data layout to hosts for external software optimization [10] , [11] .
HA-SMR drives employ an on-disk persistent cache, named media cache, to cache NSWs in a log-structured journaling manner and periodically trigger cleaning to move the NSWs to their targeted zones [10] . Each RMW operation can only clean a single non-sequentially written zone. When subjected to NSWs, HA-SMR drives have to endure severe internal write amplification and behave precipitously degraded performance. As HA-SMR drives are highly sensitive to NSWs, to build the cost-effective hybrid storage systems with HA-SMR drives, SSDs are prompted to cache NSWs for HA-SMR drives.
Several write-back caching schemes [12] , [13] have been proposed to hide the poor NSW performance of SMR drives. However, these approaches have to aggressively cache all the writes rather than the specific NSWs due to their absence of the internal data layout of zones, which badly sacrifices SSD endurance. Besides, similar to CMR drives, HA-SMR drives have comparable performance for sequential requests compared with SSD [14] . Therefore, the admission of sequential writes and innocuous NSWs will severely increase SSD wear and decrease SSD utilization efficiency.
Selectively caching blocks that will be reused in the near future can reduce the ineffectual SSD write traffic. A few studies [15] , [16] have tried to employ the ghost caching approach to filter out seldom re-accessed blocks during cache admission. The ghost caching method records the metadata of the first time accessed blocks in ghost cache and only physically admits the hit blocks in ghost cache to SSD. However, different from CMR drives, bypassing a first time written block to SMR drives potentially incurs an extra RMW operation to its targeted zone, which will exacerbate the write amplification in HA-SMR drives. Thus, these researches can reduce SSD writes, but may degrade system performance.
In this paper, we propose SMRC, an effective SSD caching solution for HA-SMR drives while considering SSD endurance simultaneously. The main idea is leveraging the host-aware property of HA-SMR drives to prevent both SSD endurance and system performance from NSWs. Specifically, during cache admission, we utilize the internal data layout of targeted HA-SMR zones to identify and filter out sequential writes and innocuous NSWs to reduce ineffectual SSD writes. During the eviction, we reshape NSWs to desirable cleaningfriendly write patterns to minimize the write amplification in HA-SMR drives. The experimental results show that, compared with existing SMR-oriented SSD caching designs, SMRC can effectively reduce SSD write traffic and boost overall system performance under various realistic server workloads.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the research background. Section III provides an overview of SMRC. The detailed cache admission and eviction designs in SMRC are described in Sections IV and V respectively. We evaluate the performance of SMRC in Section VI and summarize the related work in Section VII. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND A. SHINGLED MAGNETIC RECORDING
SMR achieves higher areal density on disk platters by overlapping data tracks in the shingled fashion. As illustrated in Figure 1 , since the width of the write head is much wider than that of the read head in current magnetic recording technologies, SMR overwrites a portion of the previous data track when writing a new track. Meanwhile, the uncovered portion of the previous track exactly records the written data [17] . Thus, compared with CMR, SMR squeezes more data tracks on the same disk platter to offer lower cost for the same capacity. When the total budget is limited, using SMR drives to replace current CMR drives as the slow tier in hierarchical storage can offer better cost and capacity for storage systems [18] . To avoid the existing data on a track being destroyed by the updates to its adjacent tracks, the shingled tracks in SMR can only be written by strictly defined sequential writes [10] . This constraint of SMR can be handled internally in SMR drives or by exposing internal data layout to the host operating system for software solutions. In practical SMR drives, guard tracks are introduced to separate tracks into multiple individual zones to increase the updating flexibility [8] . Each zone can be independently updated in the RMW fashion while the tracks in different zones are updated without interference.
B. HA-SMR DRIVE INTERNALS 1) HOST-AWARE SMR MODEL
Currently, three types of SMR drives, i.e., drive-managed (DM) [8] , [17] , host-managed (HM) [19] , [20] , and hostaware (HA) [9] , [10] , are standardized based on their different ways of handling NSWs to zones. Among them, HA-SMR drives incorporate the features of DM-SMR and HM-SMR drives and are expected to be one of the most promising production. Each HA-SMR drive employs an on-disk persistent cache, named media cache, to cope with updates internally following the algorithms in shingle translation layer (STL). Meanwhile, similar to HM-SMR drives, HA-SMR drives enable the interaction between their zones and the host operating system for designing SMR-aware software. Different from HA-SMR drives, DM-SMR drives hide all internal data layout from the host while HM-SMR drives will not accept any non-sequential updates.
In HA-SMR drives, there are two types of zones, i.e., conventional zones (CZs) and sequential write preferred zones (SWPZs). The typical size of both CZs and SWPZs is 256MB. CZs are composed of CMR-based tracks and suitable for metadata. Each SWPZ is a shingled zone with a write pointer indicating its next LBA to be written. CZs and SWPZs together present a logically consecutive space to the upper layers. Since there is only a limited number of CZs in HA-SMR drives, we will only discuss SWPZs and refer to them as zones for brevity in the rest of the paper.
2) SEQUENTIAL WRITE DEFINITION
Sequential writes to HA-SMR drives are strictly defined as the writes aiming to the write pointers of sequential zones [9] . Specifically, each zone is on either ''sequential'' or ''non-sequential'' state. As illustrated in Figure 2 , for a VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Sequential Write and Non-Sequential Write to HA-SMR Zones. (a) A sequential write is written directly to the sequential zone. (b) An NSW to a sequential zone will be redirected to media cache and turn the zone to non-sequential state. (c) Any writes to a non-sequential zone will always be regarded as NSWs, even the write aims to the write pointer of the non-sequential zone.
sequential zone, if the incoming write aims to the write pointer of the zone, the write is allowed to be written to its targeted zone directly. Meanwhile, the write pointer of this sequential zone moves forward accordingly. If the incoming write targets at any other addresses of the sequential zone, the zone turns to ''non-sequential'' state and the write is regarded as a non-sequential write (NSW). Any writes to nonsequential zones are also regarded as NSWs.
3) MEDIA CACHE CLEANING
In HA-SMR drives, NSWs are cached in media cache in a logstructured journaling manner. STL manages the cached data and periodically triggers cleaning to move the cached data back to their originally targeted zones. Each RMW operation can clean the cached valid data in media cache for a nonsequential zone. It first reads out the existing data in the zone and combines them with the involved data in media cache. After the combined data are sequentially written to the zone, the write pointer is set to the next LBA of the largest written address and the zone state turns to ''sequential'' again. The RMW operations incurred by cleaning are the leading cause of the internal write amplification in HA-SMR drives.
The STL in current HA-SMR drives supports two different types of cleaning, i.e., idle cleaning and blocking cleaning [8] . Idle cleaning is activated during the idle time of SMR drives and will be suspended once an I/O request arrives at the drive. As the RMW operations from idle cleaning are coped with in background during idle time, they only have limited impacts on overall drive performance. Different from idle cleaning, blocking cleaning is activated when media cache resources are used up. During blocking cleaning, SMR drives will delay I/O requests and proceed RMW operations aggressively. As the internal bandwidth of SMR drives is preempted, blocking cleaning will precipitously degrade the drive performance. In this paper, we only discuss blocking cleaning and refer to as cleaning for brevity.
To demonstrate the cleaning-caused precipitous performance degradation, we non-sequentially write an HA-SMR drive with randomly generated NSWs that evenly cover 128 shingled zones. As shown in Figure 3 , the HA-SMR drive behaves a continuous period of ultra-low throughput after a period of reasonable performance. In the worst case, the bandwidth can be degraded to less than 0.3 MB/s for more FIGURE 3. Cleaning-caused Precipitous Performance Degradation. Note that the duration of ultra-low bandwidth will last shorter (longer) when less (more) zones are non-sequentially written. In this experiment, the size of each write request is 512KB. The last LBA of each involved zone is pre-written to ensure the synthesized writes are regarded as NSWs in the evaluated HA-SMR drive. The detailed system configuration of this experiment is presented in Section VI.
than 600 seconds. Therefore, to optimize the performance of the storage systems with HA-SMR drives, NSWs should be preferentially cached into SSD.
4) HOST-AWARE PROPERTY
One of the main intrinsic properties of HA-SMR drives is that each zone can interact with host operating system via the augmented SCSI and ATA command sets, i.e., T10 Zoned Block Command (ZBC) [21] and T13 Zoned-device ATA Command set (ZAC) [22] respectively. Each zone specific command can manipulate HA-SMR zones directly. In this paper, we use the functions provided by the open-source libzbc [23] (version 4.0.0) to enable the interaction between SMRC and HA-SMR zones. Table 1 summarizes the major zone specific functions in libzbc.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we give an overview of the system architecture and the overall workflow of SMRC. As SMRC only manages data in block layer, it is transparent to any file systems and applications.
A. SMRC ARCHITECTURE Figure 4 presents the architecture of our proposed SMRC. SMRC consists of ghost cache, regular cache, and evicting cache. Regular cache and evicting cache are two real caches that physically store the blocks cached in SSD while ghost cache only maintains the identifiers of its cached blocks. Ghost cache is responsible for identifying and filtering out the blocks that considered to be harmful to SSD endurance and less beneficial to SSD hit ratio. Regular cache stores the popular clean and dirty blocks that with more privilege of staying in SSD. Evicting cache is used to prepare a collection of dirty blocks to a same zone and evict them to HA-SMR drive together in the cleaning-friendly manner. Cleaningfriendly eviction is with the purpose of reducing both the number of RMW operations and the write amplification of each RMW operation.
As Least Recently Used (LRU) and its variants are the most widely used cache replacement policies, the blocks in both ghost cache and regular cache are replaced by LRU algorithm. Other sophisticated cache policies are orthogonal and applicable to regular cache and ghost cache in SMRC. The blocks in evicting cache are distributed into zonebased evicting sets with replacement orders reflecting their cleaning impacts on system performance and the reclaim efficiency of evicting cache space. The detailed admission and eviction strategies of these caches will be described in Sections IV and V respectively. Figure 4 shows the internal block layout in SMRC. The status of each block is either clean or dirty. A dirty block indicates its latest data is stored in SSD and the data in its original block in HA-SMR drive is no longer valid. A clean block means its data in SSD is only a valid copy of its original data in HA-SMR drive. Thus, when being evicted from SSD, a dirty block needs to be synchronized to HA-SMR drive first while a clean block can be removed from cache directly.
B. BLOCK LAYOUT
The blocks in different caches are recently accessed blocks with different access patterns. The blocks with identifiers recorded in ghost cache are one-time accessed blocks (ota-blocks) that need to be further checked before being physically admitted to regular cache. The blocks in regular cache are popular blocks (pop-blocks) that considered to be re-accessed in the near future. An ota-block can turn into popblock and store its data in regular cache when it is hit in ghost cache. Both clean and dirty blocks are acceptable to ghost cache and regular cache. Evicting cache only collects the dirty blocks waiting to be written to HA-SMR zones. The blocks in evicting cache are a mix of dirty ota-blocks and pop-blocks. Their common characteristic is that they were identified as NSWs when trying to write HA-SMR zones. Thus, before being evicted from evicting cache, a dirty ota-block can store its data in the evicting cache while its identifier is recorded in the ghost cache for further observation.
C. OVERALL WORKFLOW
SMRC identifies sequential writes to HA-SMR drive and allows them writing their targeted HA-SMR zones directly. In SMRC, ghost cache is the only entrance to SSD for cached blocks while evicting cache is the only exit of all dirty blocks in SSD. For the NSWs and reads to HA-SMR drives, their availabilities are checked according to the order of regular cache, evicting cache and ghost cache. Figure 5 describes the workflow for the dirty and clean blocks to SMRC respectively. For an incoming block, if cache hit happens at regular cache, its data can be accessed from SSD directly and this block is moved to the most recently used (MRU) end of regular cache. Regular cache hits will not trigger any cache evictions. If cache hit happens at evicting cache, the data is also accessed from SSD. Meanwhile, the hit block is promoted to regular cache and inserted at the MRU end of regular cache. Since this block has a possibility that its identifier is recorded in ghost cache, to avoid this block co-exists in both regular cache and ghost cache, ghost cache is further checked. If cache hit also happens in ghost cache, the identifier of this block is removed from ghost cache because the ota-block status of this block needs to be revoked. When the number of blocks in regular cache exceeds its predefined capacity, a regular cache eviction will happen along with this evicting cache hit.
If cache miss happens in both regular cache and evicting cache, the availability of this block is checked in ghost cache. If its identifier is found in ghost cache, this block will be physically admitted to regular cache and inserted at the MRU end of regular cache. As this block turns from an ota-block to a pop-block, its identifier is removed from ghost cache queue. A ghost cache hit can potentially trigger a regular cache eviction and an evicting cache eviction. If cache miss happens in all caches, this block has to be admitted into ghost cache for further observation. Each newly admitted block in ghost cache is identified as an ota-block and potentially trigger a ghost cache eviction. If the block status is dirty, this block is physically admitted into evicting cache and an evicting cache replacement may be further triggered.
IV. SMRC ADMISSION
In this section, we describe the detailed cache admission scheme in SMRC. Two major modules are proposed to filter ineffectual write traffic out of SSD: the sequential access aware caching (Section IV-A) and the innocuous NSW aware caching (Section IV-B).
A. SEQUENTIAL ACCESS AWARE CACHING
To better exploit the sequential access performance of HA-SMR drives and improve the utilization efficiency of SSD cache, SMRC strives to identify the blocks from sequential read and write streams and allow them accessing HA-SMR drive directly. Meanwhile, the SSD writes from sequential streams can also be eliminated.
As HA-SMR drive preferred sequential writes are defined on zone states and write pointer positions, SMRC accurately identifies the blocks from sequential writes according to the reported zone information at runtime. For an incoming dirty block, if its targeted zone is on ''sequential'' state and it is aiming to the write pointer, this block is recognized as a sequential write to HA-SMR drive and directly written to the corresponding zone. Otherwise, it is confirmed as an NSW to HA-SMR drive and preferred to be cached into SSD. In SMRC, the blocks identified as sequential writes may be previously accessed and cached in SSD. To keep data consistency and protect the sequential write stream, the previously cached data of this block will be invalidated and removed from SSD.
Compared with sequential writes, sequential reads are hard to be accurately identified at runtime. In SMRC, ghost cache is responsible for filtering the blocks from sequential read streams out of SSD. For the blocks from a sequential read workload, if they are missed in caches, their identifiers will be admitted into ghost cache while their data are not physically admitted into SSD. Thus, these blocks will be read from HA-SMR drive directly without polluting SSD cache. Besides, the ghost cache evictions caused by these blocks will not introduce any extra NSWs to HA-SMR drives because each ghost cache eviction only needs to remove the tail identifier.
B. INNOCUOUS NSW AWARE CACHING 1) WRITE AMPLIFICATION IN GHOST CACHING
Ghost caching can effectively reduce unnecessary writes to SSD during cache admission. In ghost cache designs for CMR drives, only the blocks hit in ghost cache are physically admitted into SSD. The blocks missed in both real cache and ghost cache are identified as new ota-blocks and admitted into ghost cache. Ghost cache only records the identifiers of ota-blocks for further observation and bypasses their data requests to originally targeted locations in CMR drives.
However, current ghost caching framework is not fully matched with the intrinsic property of HA-SMR drives. As illustrated in Figure 6 , when the first dirty block 326 is identified as an ota-block, its data is non-sequentially written to HA-SMR drive where further redirected to media cache. Meanwhile, the state of the targeted zone turns to ''nonsequential''. As a result, the three following blocks from a sequential write stream are also regarded as dirty ota-blocks. When block 326 is re-written, it turns into a pop-block and physically admitted to real cache. However, since the zone was non-sequentially written, it has to be cleaned in the next 20920 VOLUME 6, 2018 cleaning process. Thus, if we simply employ current ghost caching with HA-SMR drives, sequential write streams will be broken and unnecessary RMWs will be triggered.
2) INN-BLOCK AWARE GHOST CACHING
In HA-SMR drives, the ''non-sequential'' state of an HA-SMR zone indicates some blocks belonged to this zone are located in media cache. These blocks are waiting for media cache cleaning to move them back to this nonsequential zone by an RMW operation. If a newly arrived block is trying to write this zone, it will be recognized as an NSW and accommodated in media cache without incurring extra RMW operations. Thus, both the former and newly cached blocks in media cache can be cleaned to the nonsequential zone by a single RMW operation. Meanwhile, as more data are modified, the write amplification of this RMW operation can be lowered. In this paper, we define the dirty blocks to non-sequential HA-SMR zones as innocuous blocks (inn-blocks).
During ghost cache admission, we leverage the reported zone state information to effectively identify the inn-blocks from incoming dirty ota-blocks and allow them accessing HA-SMR zones. For a new dirty ota-block, we always check the state of its targeted HA-SMR zone. If the zone is on ''sequential'' state, as shown in Figure 7 , SMRC stores this block to evicting cache to avoid both undesired zone state transition and media cache pollution. The identifier of this block is admitted to ghost cache and marked as a dirty block. If the zone state is ''non-sequential'', as shown in Figure 8 , this block is identified as an inn-block. We record the identifier of this block into ghost cache and mark it as a clean block. Meanwhile, the data of this inn-block is written to HA-SMR drives directly because it will not introduce any negative impacts on HA-SMR drives.
C. REGULAR AND EVICTING CACHE ADMISSIONS
In SMRC, regular cache guarantees the hit ratio of SSD cache by admitting both clean and dirty popular blocks. Each regular cache admission happens with either a ghost cache hit or an evicting cache hit. Once an ota-block is hit, it turns into a pop-block and is admitted to regular cache. A dirty block in evicting cache can also be admitted to regular cache when it is hit in evicting cache. Note that once a dirty block in evicting cache is admitted to regular cache, its availability VOLUME 6, 2018 in ghost cache must be checked to remove the potential redundant identifier in ghost cache.
Since the main design purpose of evicting cache is to transform the cached NSWs to cleaning-friendly write traffic to HA-SMR drive, the dirty ota-blocks and the evicted dirty blocks from regular cache are admitted to evicting cache. Thus, besides a dirty block eviction from regular cache, evicting cache admission can also happen with a dirty block admission of ghost cache. Note that we disable the sequential write detection in regular cache admission and evicting cache admission. The reasons are twofold: First, as sequential streams are filtered during ghost cache admission, few sequential accesses can be found during regular cache and evicting cache admissions. Second, repeatedly reporting zone information may introduce more complexity and system overhead. Thus, in SMRC, ghost cache is the only entrance for newly admitted blocks while evicting cache is the only exit of all dirty blocks in SSD.
V. SMRC EVICTION
In this section, we present how SMRC replaces blocks in each cache and achieves cleaning-friendly write traffic to improve cleaning efficiency of HA-SMR drive.
A. GHOST AND REGULAR CACHE EVICTIONS
Ghost cache eviction can be triggered when a block is admitted to ghost cache as an ota-block. SMRC selects the LRU block identifier as the victim and insert the identifier of this new ota-block to the MRU end of ghost cache. An ota-block in ghost cache can also be evicted when its recorded dirty block is hit in evicting cache and physically promoted to regular cache. In this case, the identifier of this promoted block is deleted from ghost cache queue. The exact data location of the evicted block from ghost cache can be evicting cache or HA-SMR drive. At the time of an eviction happens, if the evicted block is clean, its data is in HA-SMR drive. For each dirty block recorded in ghost cache, we always change its status from dirty to clean if it is evicted from evicting cache. Thus, for each dirty block recorded in ghost cache, we can always confirm that its data is in evicting cache.
Regular cache eviction happens when an ota-block turns to a pop-block or a dirty block in evicting cache is promoted to regular cache. The victim in regular cache may be a clean block or a dirty block. Since clean block evictions will not introduce any disk I/Os to HA-SMR drive, clean blocks can be simply removed from regular cache queue. If the victim is a dirty block, we always demote it to evicting cache rather than write it directly to its targeted HA-SMR zone. Thus, regular cache eviction will not directly introduce any NSWs to HA-SMR drive but can potentially trigger an evicting cache eviction.
B. EVICTING CACHE EVICTION 1) ZONE-BASED ASSEMBLING
SMRC employs evicting cache to reorder the write sequence of the dirty blocks to HA-SMR drive. The goal of reordering blocks is to prepare a collection of cleaning-friendly NSWs to HA-SMR drive when reclaiming SSD space for new incoming blocks. The dirty blocks are assembled with the purpose of effectively reducing the cleaning-caused write amplification in HA-SMR drives. SMRC groups dirty blocks in evicting cache into zone-based sets and evicts the blocks in the same set in batch to HA-SMR drive. Once a dirty block in a set is hit before being evicted, to delay the eviction of this block, we move it to regular cache again to increase its priority of staying in SSD.
2) WRITE AMPLIFICATION MINIMIZED EVICTING
SMRC orders the assembled sets in evicting cache for replacement according to their potential cleaning overhead and reclaim benefit for evicting cache. When an evicting cache replacement is triggered, SMRC always prioritizes the largest set when selecting the victim. The dirty blocks in selected victim set are written to HA-SMR drives together. In this case, when dirty blocks in SSD are evicted, the NSWs from the evicting cache evictions only need to non-sequentially write a limited number of HA-SMR zones. Meanwhile, the non-sequentially written zones gather more data in media cache. As a result, the efficiency of each RMW operation can be significantly improved. As less but efficient RMW operations are triggered, the performance of HA-SMR drives can be effectively protected from cleaning.
3) STARVATION PREVENTION
Aggressively replacing the sets with the largest size may lead to starvations of small sets in evicting cache. To avoid small 20922 VOLUME 6, 2018 sets being always retained in evicting cache, the sets without new incoming dirty blocks should be prioritized for eviction in time. In SMRC, we propose to increase the eviction priority of small sets to prevent them from starvation. SMRC presets an observation window w and an expansion coefficient C e (C e > 1) for evicting cache to moderately prioritize the evictions of small sets. A value p e is associated to each set to indicate the eviction priority of the set. Originally, the p e of each set is equal to its size set size , i.e., the number of cached blocks belonged to a same zone. In each observation window, as described in (1), if the number of re-written blocks n w in evicting cache is less than the predefined threshold N th , we expand its priority. Once more than N th dirty blocks are updated within a set, we shrink its priority accordingly until its priority is equal to its original size set size . Thus, any aging small sets in evicting cache can be prioritized to be evicted from evicting cache to HA-SMR drives after several observation windows. 
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we compare SMRC with several existing SSD caching schemes to evaluate its system performance and the effectiveness of reducing SSD write traffic.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) COMPARISON CANDIDATES
Besides the conventional LRU, we compare SMRC against LARC and MOST. LARC is the state-of-the-art endurable SSD caching design that originally for CMR drives and MOST is the write-back SSD caching design that specifically designed for DM-SMR drives. The comparison candidates are depicted as follows:
• LRU: LRU admits both clean and dirty blocks into SSD.
The cached blocks in SSD are replaced following the simple LRU principle.
• LARC: A ghost cache is employed to record the identifiers of ota-blocks in LARC. The data of each ota-block is accessed from HA-SMR drive to avoid SSD being polluted by seldom accessed blocks. Both ghost cache and real cache admit clean and dirty blocks and replaced following the LRU principle.
• MOST: MOST uses SSD as the write-back cache and will not proactively admit clean blocks. The cached blocks from the same zone are always evicted together. When a cache eviction is necessary, the blocks from the zone with the most number of cached blocks are selected as victims.
2) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We implement a trace-driven SMRC prototype that offers pseudo block device interface to accept I/O requests replayed from block-level trace files. The cache admission and eviction policies are implemented in user space to manage both the clean and dirty blocks in ghost cache and SSD. As shown in Table 1 The experiments were conducted on a Dell PowerEdge R420 server with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2407 processors and 12GB DDR3 RAM. An Intel DC P3700 400GB PCIe SSD and a Seagate 8TB ATA ZAC HA-SMR drive (ST8000AS0022) are equipped with the prototype. To respect the limited trace footprint and avoid overestimating the performance of SMRC, in our experiments, we use 4KB as the block size and only maximally configure 256K blocks in SSD as the storage cache. In the experiments, we assign 20% of the cache space as the evicting cache and 80% as the regular cache. The detailed results of the parameter sensitivity studies will be presented in Section VI-B4. To prevent starvation of the small sets in evicting cache, we use every 100,000 block evictions as the observation window size and set the expansion coefficient to 2 to expand the priority of the sets that have not been touched in an observation period. We use the number of block evictions rather than a certain period of time as the observation window size because this is more adaptive to different kinds of workloads.
3) I/O TRACES
Four real-world enterprise I/O traces released by Microsoft Research in Cambridge [26] were selected to drive the SMRC prototype. The characteristics of the traces are summarized in Table 2 . The previous experimental studies have revealed that HA-SMR drives will present an abnormal read performance when reading non-existent data in HA-SMR zones [10] . To eliminate this kind of interference during trace replay, we always ignore the reads trying to read a block after current write pointers of their targeted zones at runtime. Note that unlike traditional trace-driven prototype designs, we skip the system warm-up phase in our experiments. This is because pre-writing traces to the system will make the write pointers of all the accessed HA-SMR zones point to their maximally accessed positions. As a result, all the writes in the traces will be regarded as NSWs during collecting performance statistics. To make trace replay duration short and I/O intensive, we always ignore the timestamps in original trace files in the experiments. VOLUME 6, 2018 TABLE 2. Characterization of selected traces. As the size of media cache in the equipped HA-SMR drive is 25.6GB, proj and src traces have potentials to trigger media cache cleaning in the HA-SMR drive. 
B. EVALUATION RESULTS
We use average response time, SSD write traffic, and cache hit ratio as the main metrics to evaluate SMRC performance and make comparison with other cache policies. Figure 9 shows the comparison of system performance. The x-axis denotes SSD size and the y-axis denotes the normalized average I/O response time. For the two traces that have potentials to trigger cleaning in HA-SMR drives, i.e., proj and src, SMRC achieves more system performance improvements than other designs. For the proj trace, SMRC can improve system performance by up to 35.53%, 30.05%, and 16.73% compared with LRU, LARC, and MOST respectively. For the src trace, the system performance improvements are up to 25.52%, 18.85%, and 9.79% respectively. However, for the proj trace, the performance improvement significantly drops when cache size is larger than 64K. Specifically, compared with LRU, the system performance improvements of SMRC are 35.53%, 26.94%, and 25.16% when cache sizes are 8K, 16K, and 32K respectively. However, as cache size increases to 64K, 128K, and 256K, the respective performance improvements are only 9.63%, 5.27%, and 2.68%. Based on the write hit ratio analyses to be presented in Section VI-B3, this is because the most of NSWs have been absorbed by SSD and cleaning will not be triggered. Therefore, the advantage of cleaning-friendly eviction in SMRC will not be demonstrated in this case. On the contrary, for the src trace, since SSD cannot cache enough NSWs to avoid media cache cleaning, SMRC always presents significant system performance improvements.
1) SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Different from proj and src traces, as the cache size increases, hm and mds show similar system performance variations with different cache schemes. For the mds trace, the average system performance improvements of SMRC are 6.27% and 1.93% over LRU and LARC respectively. For the hm trace, the average system performance improvements are 3.38% and 0.76% respectively. The reason for the lowered system performance benefits is that the writes in hm and mds traces will not trigger media cache cleaning in HA-SMR drives. The differences in system performance are mainly from the different cache hit ratios of different cache schemes. The experiment results also indicate that MOST will achieve the worst system performance if media cache cleaning is not frequently triggered. In our experiments, the system performance of MOST is 4.79% and 13.72% worse than LRU on average under the hm and mds traces respectively. Therefore, compared with other designs, we believe SMRC achieves a better trade-off between cache hit ratios and write amplification reduction in HA-SMR drives. Figure 10 presents the comparison of the total write traffic to SSD of each approach. The x-axis denotes the SSD size and the y-axis denotes the total written blocks in SSD. For all the traces, SMRC incurs much less write traffic to SSD than LRU and MOST. For example, when the cache size is set to 32MB, compared with LRU, SMRC can reduce the number of blocks written to SSD by 2.54×, 4.02×, 177.51×, and 52.85× for hm, proj, mds, and src respectively. Compared to MOST, the write traffic reductions are 1.89×, 3.80×, 3.10×, and 33.51× respectively. As SMRC distributes 20% cache space for evicting cache and proactively admits the dirty blocks recorded in ghost cache into SSD, for all the traces, SMRC still achieves comparable write traffic reduction with LARC. For the proj and mds traces, compared with LARC, SMRC can reduce SSD write traffic by up to 10.07% and 6.69% respectively.
2) WRITE TRAFFIC TO SSD
The reasons for SSD write reduction in SMRC are threefold: First, SMRC introduces ghost caching to filter seldom access blocks out of SSD cache. Second, SMRC always recognizes the innocuous NSWs to HA-SMR drives based 20924 VOLUME 6, 2018 on the reported zone states. Thus, all the inn-blocks will be written to HA-SMR drive directly. Third, SMRC can filter the sequential write streams out of both ghost cache and SSD directly, which further decreases the unnecessary write traffic to SSD. Therefore, SMRC effectively extends the SSD lifetime by reducing unnecessary writes to SSD with better system performance. The experiment results in Figure 9 also indicates that, for each trace, MOST always endures the constant write operations with different cache sizes. This is because MOST always admits all the writes to HA-SMR drive and clean blocks are not proactively admitted. Different from MOST, the SSD write traffic in LRU and LARC are composed of the writes to fill cache for read misses and the writes incurred by all admitted write requests. Therefore, as cache size increases, both SMRC and LARC will increase the total number of SSD writes while MOST still remains constant SSD write traffic.
3) CACHE HIT RATIO Figure 11 shows the cache hit ratios of different approaches. For hm, proj and mds traces, SMRC significantly improves cache hit ratio by 23.97%, 34.67%, and 80.16% in average over MOST. To further investigate the reason for the significant improvements, we present the read and write cache hit ratios in Figure 12 and Figure 13 respectively. As shown in Figure 12 , MOST always achieves the lowest read cache hit ratio because it never admits clean blocks into SSD. As a result, only the reads to the previously updated blocks can potentially hit in SSD. On the other hand, MOST can achieve much better write hit ratio since it fully utilizes SSD for dirty blocks. However, as shown in Figure 13 , the write hit ratio of MOST still worse than both LARC and SMRC. For the hm, proj, and mds traces, SMRC improves write hit ratios by up to 13.41%, 31.16%, and 7.03% respectively over MOST. The reason is that MOST is not capable of recognizing and filtering out ota-blocks and always aggressively caches all the writes into SSD. Consequently, MOST has to endure worse hit ratio than SMRC.
Similar to the SSD write traffic reduction, although with 20% less effective regular cache size and admitting dirty otablocks into SSD, SMRC still achieves comparable cache hit ratio with LARC. As shown in Figure 11 , even in the worst case, the cache hit ratio of SMRC is not much worse than that of LARC. For hm, mds, and src traces, the worst cache hit ratio degradations from LARC to SMRC are 1.96%, 0.07%, and 0.01% respectively. The detailed read hit ratios shown in Figure 12 indicate that SMRC shows no obvious advantage on read hit ratio. This is because SMRC reduces the effective regular cache size for reads, which makes the clean blocks in SMRC have to be evicted earlier than the clean blocks in LARC. On the contrary, SMRC can achieve higher write hit ratio than LARC even the admitted dirty ota-blocks occupy a portion of SSD space. For example, compared with LARC, SMRC can achieve up to 7.09% cache hit ratio improvements under the mds trace. The improved write hits are mainly from the evicting cache where the frequently updated dirty blocks get more opportunities to retain in SSD than LARC. However, since SMRC has to share the evicting cache with the proactively admitted dirty ota-blocks, the write hit ratios are not dramatically improved.
4) SENSITIVITY STUDY ON EVICTING CACHE PROVISION
The provision ratio of evicting cache is an important parameter in SMRC that affects both the write amplification in HA-SMR drives and the cache hit ratio of SSD. We conduct sensitivity study on the evicting cache size in SMRC under different workloads. In this experiment, we constantly use 16K blocks in SSD as the storage cache for HA-SMR drive and vary the provision ratio of evicting cache. The average set size is used to present the write amplification caused by each RMW operation during the media cache cleaning in HA-SMR drives. Figure 14 and 15 show the average set size and the total cache hit ratio sensitivities on evicting cache size for each trace. We observe that across the workloads with different access patterns, the average set size increases as we set a larger evicting cache in SMRC. This is because a larger evicting cache size can better accumulate the dirty blocks to the same HA-SMR zone to maximize the efficiency of each RMW operation for media cache. Different from the average set size, the total cache hit ratio significantly decreases as a larger evicting cache size is employed. This is because the reserved SSD capacity for evicting cache can only be used to accommodate the dirty blocks to be evicted out of SSD rather than the frequently accessed blocks. For hm, mds, and proj traces, when the provision ratio of evicting cache increases from 10% to 40%, there is an obvious improvement trend on average set size. As more SSD space is assigned to evicting cache, the improvements are less significant for all the trace. Meanwhile, for the hm and proj traces, the total cache hit ratios of hm and proj traces are obviously dropped when evicting cache ratio is increased from 20% to 30% while that of mds and src traces are not significantly affected by the evicting cache size. According to our sensitivity study, there is an optimal evicting cache size roughly in the range from 20% to 30% for hm, proj and src traces. In our experiments, we choose 20% as the default provision ratio of evicting cache since it achieves a good trade-off between cleaning overhead and cache hit ratios for most of the workloads.
VII. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION

A. HIT RATIO PURPOSED CACHING
A large number of hit ratio purposed cache replacement schemes, such as ARC [27] , H-ARC [28] , DULO [29] , LIRS [30] , and Hibachi [31] , have tried to pursue minimal fault block evictions. These caching policies are typically designed for improving the utilization of the cache for CMR drives. As the data recording technology in HDDs is undergoing a fundamental shift from CMR to SMR, deploying these designs for SMR drives will create a critical knowledge gap regarding the cleaning processes that also dominate the storage system behavior [32] . SMRC is a novel caching solution that effectively meets the challenges of SMR drives. Different from these schemes that try to minimize fault block evictions, SMRC improves the cache utilization by proactively filtering both sequential writes and innocuous SMR writes out of SSD during cache admission. To better recognize the less beneficial blocks in I/O requests, SMRC leverages the intrinsic host-aware property of HA-SMR drives to interact with HA-SMR drives.
B. ENDURABLE SSD CACHING
Since flash memory only sustains a limited number of P/E cycles, SSDs are preferred to be used as the read cache in hybrid storage systems. Meanwhile, reducing SSD write traffic has been one of the most actively researched areas [33] . A few solid state cache (SSC) designs, e.g., FlashTier [34] , HEC [35] , and Nitro [36] , propose specific Flash Translation Layer (FTL) designs [2] , [6] with the purpose of optimizing the performance and prolonging the endurance of SSD cache. As FTL is usually transparent to upper layers in storage stack, these studies and SMRC are entirely orthogonal and could be complementary to each other. Researchers have also tried to reduce ineffectual SSD writes during cache admission or eviction, e.g., LARC [15] , S-RAC [16] , and KDD [37] . SMRC extends the use scenario of SSD to the storage cache for HA-SMR drives that accepts both clean and dirty blocks. SMRC selectively passes the data requests of dirty blocks to HA-SMR drives based on the state of targeted zones. Therefore, compared with existing designs, SMRC can achieve comparable SSD write reduction without exacerbating the write amplification in HA-SMR drives.
C. SMR-ORIENTED SSD CACHING
Since the performance of SMR drives is extremely sensitive to NSWs, several SSD caching designs have been proposed to employ the write-back scheme [14] , [38] , [39] to handle NSWs in SSD. MOST [12] only admits dirty blocks into SSD and always keeps the blocks with high cleaning cost in SSD to improve the sustained random write performance of SMR drives. PORE [13] selectively evicts the dirty blocks in the limited range to balance the cache hit ratio in SSD and the cleaning-caused write amplification in SMR drives. Although these studies have revealed that zone-aware cache eviction can effectively improve the overall performance of the storage systems with SMR drives. However, these studies ignore the differently defined sequential writes in SMR drives. As these studies are not capable of distinguishing NSWs and have to aggressively cache all kinds of write requests to SSD, the write endurance of SSD is severely affected in these designs. SMRC leverages the host-aware property of HA-SMR drives to identify both sequential writes and innocuous writes and filter them out of SSD to avoid SSD being badly worn. Therefore, compared against existing SSD caching designs for SMR drives, SMRC can effectively prevent the SSD durability from the dirty blocks originally to SMR drives.
VIII. CONCLUSION
When building cost-effective hierarchical storage systems using SSD and HA-SMR drives, caching NSWs in SSD can effectively alleviate the performance degradation of HA-SMR drives. To reduce the ineffectual write traffic to SSD, in this paper, we propose SMRC, an endurable SSD caching design for HA-SMR drives. SMRC leverages the intrinsic host-aware property of HA-SMR drives to filter both sequential writes and innocuous NSWs out of SSD. Besides, SMRC reorganizes the cached NSWs to evict them with cleaning-friendly write traffic. Our experimental results show that compared with existing SMR-oriented SSD caching designs, SMRC can effectively reduce SSD write traffic and improve overall system performance.
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